
project for a more Christian 
architecture

I.

...On earth, as it is in Heaven...

II.

The world sometimes presents itself as a mountain of 
insurmountable inequality, despair.

Amen, amen, I say unto, if you have faith and you 
believe, you can say to a mountain, “Be lifted up and 
cast into the sea” and it will be done for you.

We therefore muster the faith to take on a project as 
utterly impossible as it is necessary.

Our goal is nothing short of casting a human-made 
mountain of inequality and despair, the ghetto of the 
Americas,  into the sea--yet, not by obliterating the built 
environment, but by changing it, transforming it.

a project for a more Christian architecture             
explores the possibilities for structuring our world to 
reflect our Christian Faith

III.

Amen, amen, I say to you, the kingdom of heaven is 
like a little yeast which is worked into a lot of dough 
until the whole of it is leavened.

We assert the imperative of an architecture that 
precipitates and insinuates Christian urban phenomena 
into the city.

IV.

One retroactive manifesto for the city today works like 
the division of duties in an extermination camp even 
if the end is less atrocious. No single force, no single 
system, no single discipline, no single person is solely 
responsible for the construction and maintenance of 
our reality of inequality. Although this reality has all 
the inertia of the timely and the present--formidable, 
irrefutable in its imminence--as Christians we cannot 
accept it.

Because we cannot accept a reality of inequality, we 
instead accept full responsibility for changing the city 
through an architecture of multiple forces, multiple 
systems, multiple disciplines, multiple peoples--we take 
a more comprehensive responsibility, instrumentality 
and scope.  

V.

To begin to conceive of this, it may be beneficial to 
begin to think of our approach from several plateaus--
the more Christian, the financial, the social scientific, 
the architectural, the historical, to begin with, and so 
on.

Affecting an architecture beyond physical fetish 
necessitates a sincere, deep, nuanced, rigorous and 
sustained  interdisciplinary engagement--shrewdness.

Behold, I am sending you out like sheep amongst 
wolves, so be shrewd as serpents and harmless as 
doves.

VI.

the more Christian

A Christian friend of mine told me he was interested 
in pursuing new hobbies such as cooking, but that he 



was concerned about spending too much time or effort 
away from his Faith. My friend, being lovingly critical of 
a more Christian architecture, and myself, not having 
been able to convey the means and methods of a more 
Christian architecture to him sufficiently--I realized, of 
course, that the perfect rhetorical device had presented 
itself. And so I asked him, seemingly only half-engaged 
to elicit openness of mind, if he thought there were 
ways that he could pursue his passion for cooking, but 
do so in a more Christian way. Immediately he began 
to dream of feeding the hungry, holding banquets for 
the so-called wretched, seeking out healthy recipes, 
serving them with love, resourcing socially-sustainable 
supplies... Later, he asked me to explain a more 
Christian architecture. 

We pursue our passion for architecture, but we do so in 
a more Christian way.

VII.

The Financial

Architecture in the United States today is subject to the 
exigencies of capital such that it reflects more so the 
financial benefit of the few than the real benefit of the 
many: The result being that the profit and the fiat of the 
capitalist class supersedes design, the social-sciences, 
and the interest of the people.

To problematize this situation we assert the imperative 
of taking control of capital towards the greater good in 
exploring the role of architect as developer.

VIII.

The Social Scientific

Many important social issues of today are widely 
considered beyond or outside of the discipline of 
architecture: post-colonialism and imperialism 
(colonialism and imperialism are practiced in the city 
today);  history (the history of architecture according to 
my elite American 21st century architectural education: 
architecture started in Western Europe in either the late 
19th century or 2000BC and is a histrionic story of the 
institutions of the privileged few); race and class-based 
marginalization (we continue to maintain a status quo 
of segregation and ghettoization); social tolerance; 
environmental destruction; barbarism; nationalism; 
terrorism; and so on. As such, all too often, social 
engagement in architectural design is a flippant and 

insincere gesture, merely feigning due diligence in 
(quasi) social scientific research. Perhaps the flippancy 
and insincerity of this gesture betrays less, however, 
than the implicit consensus that we ought to at least 
feign due diligence in the social scientific... 

We make an earnest social scientific attempt to 
understand how we arrived at our current state in order 
to begin to understand just what to do  because failure to 
resolve our current state is simply unacceptable.

“You deplore the demonstrations taking place in 
Birmingham. But your statement, I am sorry to say, 
fails to express a similar concern for the condition that 
brought about the demonstrations. I am sure none of 
you would want to rest content with the superficial kind 
of social analysis that deals merely with the effects and 
does not grapple with underlying cause.”

IX.

The Architectural 

Seest thou these great buildings? there shall not be 
left one stone upon another, that shall not be thrown 
down.

Our mission is not the physical construction of buildings. 
We do not build churches as much as we build up the 
church. Our mission is the realization of room for or 
space that precipitates Christian urban phenomena--
relations of equality, systems of love, forces of good.

X.

The Historical

The centuries-old history of the American Civil Rights 
Movement is rich not only in saints such as Frederick 
Douglas; Harriet Tubman; Woody Guthrie; Martin Luther 
King, Jr; and Cesar Chavez: but more importantly--
woven amongst these and others still with the tracery of 
a pattern, a coda for Christian intervention in the world.

The American Civil Rights Movement does not and 
cannot replace the Gospel of Jesus Christ; However, 
the Word is fulfilled in the faithful practices of (amongst 
other things) unconditional love and peaceful, non-
violent  resistance--the Word is Glorified.

I have glorified my name and I will glorify it again.



That among the most pernicious, resilient and 
entrenched evils this world has known could be 
challenged without violence but with peaceful resistance 
and unconditional love is a glorious testament to the 
Lord and an inspirational example for anyone who would 
change the world.

Thus, inequitable zoning laws are not nearly so 
intractable when 10,000 folks march peacefully on 
city hall: even the seemingly intractable institutions of 
man are subject to change when we begin to connect 
to histories of, for example, American Civil Rights 
Movement Instrumentality.

XI.

The Architectural

With architecture, we refer to 
any aspect of the built environment;                            

the physical manifestation of culture--                     
                                                                                                     
the structuration of society and its relations, systems, 
forces;                                                                       

but also the physical figuration and delimitation of the 
scope and quality of reality. 

XII.

The Linguistic

We had in heart the necessity of creating a language 
of Christian instrumentality without knowing why. We 
sensed that we have a vast taxonomy of violence and 
war and destruction and hatred--evil instrumentality--and 
that somehow the linguistic lack of Christian opposites 
was related to an inability of the imagination to conceive 
of equally effective forms of Christian instrumentality.

Perhaps the reason we need to come up with a language 
of Christian opposites for destruction and hatred (war, 
grenade, nuclear bomb, etc.) is to demonstrate the 
constraints of language; being beyond our language, 
Christian opposites for these phenomena are also 
beyond the scope of our imagination (let alone their 
realization). 

The Swahili word for the genocide of the Black/African 
diaspora outside of the African continent is Maafa: No 
such word exists in the language of American English, 

nor indeed does the concept exist in the popular 
American imagination. We call for the coining of new 
words, for example, a Christian opposite of the Maafa, 
new words, but beyond this, new syntaxes, new 
languages as well.

And doesn’t the analogy to the constraints of culturally 
constructed language exhibit the possibility of  
constraints in our built environment? --the delimitation 
of the very scope of the real by our culturally manifest 
built environment, with all its iniquities.

We propose the development of new Christian 
architectural vocabularies, syntaxes, languages: ways 
of conceiving an expansion of the scope of the real in 
our built environment to include peace and love and 
equality, at times proceeding fromm the signifier to the 
signified, at times proceeding from the signified to the 
signifier, so to pave the way for the realization of a new 
reality, [like Rimbaud, so].

XIII.

The Architectural

Insinuation/cultivation of Christian urban phenomena--
macro-integration

One more Christian phenomenon we can use as an 
example would be the recent rise in the popularity of 
Tom’s Shoes. These are simple shoes for the which the 
relatively affluent American consumer accepts a price-
tag twice the value of the shoe knowing that she is also 
subsidizing a “free” shoe for someone else in another 
part of the world that cannot afford shoes. Where we 
find Christian urban phenomena, we simply give them 
room and help them to survive. Where we do not find 
Christian urban phenomena, we attempt to insinuate it 
into the existing urban fabric.

Programmatic reconsideration towards recombination 
and symbiotic relationships--integration

As we insinuate Christian urban phenomena, we seek to 
create not only the program as given but to reconsider 
how that particular program can recombine with 
adjacent or proximal programs of the city to form zones 
of symbiosis.

At the site of programmatic reconsideration, at the 
elements which before divided, we must instead 
reconsider how program can come together 
symbiotically in a material/social-tectonic sense--



micro-integration. 

At the very borders themselves of the zones of 
symbiosis and integration, we reconsider the “wall 
section” not to divide or to separate but to bring together 
varied domains.

XIV

The Architectural

We consciously draw connections with current 
architectural discourses and the past vis-a-vis our 
Christian Faith. The Critical project in architecture called 
for an understanding of the epistemic underpinnings of 
architectural form and a subsequent formal commentary 
thereupon. The Projective project in architecture 
called for transcendence of Critical but merely formal 
commentary, seeking instead to perform or to affect as 
an abstract machine in the Deleuzian sense. We use a 
Critical Christian understanding of our episteme as a 
basis for what an abstract machine not only could do, 
but ought to do. 

Further, we here reclaim a gently-used term for our work 
as well--phenomenal--as a corrective to differentiate 
our project’s performance from mere functionality and 
to link it to the city. Our work is phenomenal in the 
sense that we intend to work amongst the forces, the 
systems, the relationships, the polity, the society--the 
world--to precipitate urban phenomena and to do so in 
a more Christian way.

XV

The more Christian

And Jesus, being full of the Holy Spirit returned from 
Jordan, and was led by the Spirit into the wilderness, 
Being forty days tempted of the devil.... ...And the 
devil, taking him up into a high mountain, showed 
unto him all the kingdoms of the world in a moment 
of time. And the devil said unto him, All this power 
I will give thee, and the glory of them: for that is 
delivered unto me; and to whomsoever I will give 
it. If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be 
thine. And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get 
thee behind me, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt 
worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou 
serve.

Using this scripture as a lens through which to analyze 

Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities, we generate an insightful 
reading of Kublai Khan, he who has received all the 
power and glory of the kingdoms of the world by 
succumbing to Satan’s temptation and worshipping him.

In the lives of emperors there is a moment which follows 
pride in the boundless extension of the territories we have 
conquered, and the melancholy and relief of knowing we 
shall soon give up any thought of knowing and understanding 
them. ...It is the desperate moment when we discover that 
this empire, which had seemed to us the sum of all wonders, 
is an endless, formless ruin, that corruption’s gangrene 
has spread too far to be healed by our scepter, that the 
triumph over enemy sovereigns has made us the heirs of 
their long undoing. Yet, Calvino continues, Only in Marco 
Polo’s accounts was Kublai Khan able to discern, through 
the walls and towers destined to crumble, the tracery of 
a pattern so subtle it could escape the termites’ gnawing.

As Polo’s tales unfolds, we learn of the various domains, 
systems, relations, forces interwoven in Venice. 
Menaced, Kublai asks Marco, 

You, who go about exploring and who see signs, can tell me 
toward which of these futures the favoring winds are driving us.

For these ports I could not draw a route on the map or 
set a date for the landing. At times all I need is a brief 
glimpse, an opening in the midst of an incongruous 
landscape, a glint of lights in the fog, the dialogue of two 
passersby meeting in the crowd, and I think that, setting 
out from there, I will put together, piece by piece, the 
perfect city, made of fragments mixed with the rest, of 
instants separated by intervals, of signals one sends out, 
not knowing who receives them. If I tell you that the city 
toward which my journey tends is discontinuous in space 
and time, now scattered, now more condensed, you must 
not believe the search for it can stop. Perhaps while we 
speak, it is rising, scattered, within the confines of your 
empire; you can hunt for it, but only in the way I have said.

Already, the Great Khan was leafing through his atlas, over the 
maps of the cities that menace in nightmares and maledictions: 
Enoch, Babylon, Yahooland, Butua, Brave New World.

He said:

“It is all useless, if the last landing place can only 
be the infernal city, and it is there that, in ever-
narrowing circles, the current is drawing us.

And Polo said: 

“The inferno of the living is not something that will be; if 
there is one, it is what is already here, the inferno where 
we live every day, that we form by being together. There 
are two ways to escape suffering it. The first is easy for 
many: accept the inferno and become such a part of it 



that you can no longer see it. The second is risky and 
demands constant vigilance and apprehension: seek 
and learn to recognize who and what, in the midst of the 
inferno, are not inferno, then make them endure, give 
them space.”

To what extent can we accept that the American city is 

XVI

The Legislative

Can we make laws that seek and learn to see what, in 
midst of the inferno, are not inferno, then make them 
endure, give them space? Set up a desired end and learn 
to find that in the city, then use legislation to make it 
endure. Set up squatter legislation to help the underclass 
make good homes. 

XVII

The Architectural

Brown-field socio-historical sites. Ecologically we have 
money to redevelop brown-field ecological sites. Why 
couldn’t we have brown-field sites based on simple 
social-scientific research which exhibits the historical 
presence of structural evils in a certain neighborhood 
(ghetto) and use that as a justification to funnel moneys 
into that site.

For example, it would be relatively straightforward to put 
together a case against Fort Worth that it has historically 
neglected IMTerrell High School, the city’s now-defunct 
and previously legally segregated high school for 
African Americans, poisoning the neighborhood where 
it is located. We could use our case to argue for tax 
incentives for development in that neighborhood and 
reallocation of city money to make amends for past 
inequity as well as freezes on property values/taxes & 
speculation to ensure gentrification does not take place.

 In the case of IMTerrell, the school and its neighborhood 
are located right next to the thriving city center yet they 
are completely isolated from downtown. Finding money 
to redevelop IMTerrell as an equitable mixed use facility 
including residential, commercial, institutional and retail 
could precipitate a renaissance for the neighborhood and 
its people.

XVIII

The Architectural

Public transit. The car, the street grid, the highway 
system, oil-dependence. Public transit is a way to avoid 
all these traps on the one hand. And on the other, to 
engender a city where a person can live in a critical 
social density, that density at which a person can live a 
life not so disconnected from reality--a city that avails 
more of its citizens to its life opportunities.

For example, in the case of the recent federal money 
Fort Worth received to begin its modern street car 
route, we could argue that federal moneys are not 
intended to be welfare for businesses but rather to avail 
the people of life opportunities (jobs, education, retail, 
recreation, etc) and ask that a rail line be brought into 
the neighborhood with the highest public transportation 
ridership already--the predominantly working-class 
Black and Hispanic eastside.

Once the streetcar stops are in the eastside, we can 
design equitable high density mixed-use developments 
around the stops. Thus, someone living there could be 
easily availed of good affordable integrated housing and 
daily needs as well as being connected to the city’s 
business, historical, cultural and medical centers.

XIX

The Architectural

Utilization of current zoning (see Tavis Smiley’s The 
Covenant) There are currently zoning laws which 
are designed to do good work in the city; we need to 
understand these laws and use them--small scale public 
action creating long-term and sustained private market 
reaction.
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